We report the discovery of an integrable three-dimensional Hamiltonian system with a velocitydependent potential. A two-dimensional restriction of that system is (for low frequencies) a good approximation of the motion ( +(tof/3)(3xl, p"r -+zl") (to f/-9)x(x +y +2z2) J =to(l,p"-1 p"+z/r)+co z(x +y )/9 3f1, l2 -(tof l2)xz -.
where Ho=p2/2 -1/r, 1, =xp -yp", and f and co are the amplitude and frequency of the applied microwave field. The central result of this paper is that the system defined with the Hamiltonian function H=Ho col, +fx+co (-x +y +4z }/18 (2) The physics of Rydberg atoms in a circularly polarized microwave field has drawn much attention in recent years. Ionization of Rydberg atoms in circular fields has been studied experimentally [1] and it has been observed that the ionization threshold practically coincided with the threshold in the static field. For the case of restricted motion in the plane of polarization, the ionization problem has also been treated theoretically [2] ; it has been observed that classical motion is almost completely regular below the classical ionization threshold. Also, classical dynamics was used to analyze the ionization of the circular Rydberg orbits of the hydrogen atom in a circularly polarized field [3] .
In this paper, we report the discovery of a completely [1, 8] . Hence, it was expected [1] that in the case of the hydrogen atom and circular field the threshold should be above 1/9n" and close to the value in the static-field case. After our work was completed, we found out that indeed, the most recent experiment [11] on the hydrogen atom confirmed such expectations and gave for the threshold law approximately 1/6n, which is in excellent agreement with our results (see below).
We shall now use the Hamiltonian function H' as a zeroth-order approximation to H""Eq.(1), and apply it to the calculation of the classical ionization field thresholds. ( We emphasize that our method is an alternative to previous theoretical considerations [2, 3, 7, 9] , and that it has no connections to saddle-point analysis. We shall determine the ionization field threshold according to the experimental observation [1] , i.e. , the microwave field that produces 50%%uo ionization.
We assume that the circular microwave field is adiabat- Fig. 2(a) where we give the ionization threshold fields as a function of the initial total action no, for m=8. 5 GHz and no=24 -55. As in the experiments [1, 11] , the threshold practically obeys the scaling law f, "-=l/cno characteristic for the (classical} static-field case. The change of the parameter c (5.973 -6.100) in the scales of Fig. 2(a) is not observable. The fact that the scaling law is not quite exact is illustrated in Fig. 2 
